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Traci’s Bio leading Breast Cancer Survivorship Organization gains support from the first institution built
by a major United States city to house and interpret the life and work of African Americans.
Pink Sisters Chronicles Book Release V Hosted by Traci’s BIO ( Beautiful Inside & OUT)

Drexel Hill PA , August 03, 2021 – On Sunday, September 26, 2021, from 12PM to 4PM The DrexelBrook Event
Center will serve as the official host for The Pink Sister Chronicles Volume V “When I Got The Call ” book release
Brunch Gala. The event will take place at DrexelBrook Event Center located at 4700 Drexelbrook Drive, Drexel Hill
PA 19026. The Pink Sister Chronicles examines the stories of women from diverse backgrounds who share their true
stories about treating the disease, and will include a foreword by Dr. Marisa C. Weiss, MD, Main Line Health
Director of Breast Radiation Oncology and Breast Health Outreach at Lankenau Medical Center and Founder and
President of Breastcancer.org.
“The partnership of Donors and Sponsors will be beneficial to Traci’s BIO and the individuals the organization
serves,” states Traci Smith, Founder of Traci’s BIO. “The Cancer Community has strong core values to work together
with all stakeholders to address the needs of our community and raise awareness and empower neighbors to take
a more active role in the health of our community – both are also extremely important to helping Traci’s BIO move
our mission forward.”
According to Cancer.org, treatment that helps patients deal with their emotions will help them have a better
quality of life, and if you can reduce distress that comes with coping with cancer, it can help patients manage the
treatment better. The research also stressed the importance of recognizing and being comfortable with feelings of
anger, stress and anxiety. Communicating this will prevent patients from feeling isolated and believing they are
wrong or the only ones experiencing these emotions.
Traci’s BIO goal for The Pink Sisters Chronicle is to create messaging that encourages transparency of both good and
not so good emotions that comes with being diagnosed with cancer, and use the book as a tool to manage those
emotions and help patients and families develop positive attitudes, develop a better quality of life and change how
patients and non-patients react to breast cancer.
All proceeds from the book will support Traci’s BIO, a non-profit survivorship organization dedicated to helping
cancer survivors maintain a level of normalcy, while going through an abnormal process of life.
To learn more about purchasing Pink Sisters Chronicles, the event or to attend, please visit www.tracisbio.org, or
https://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid=165621208493 or call 484-276-4200.

About Traci’s Bio: Beautiful Inside & Out:
Traci’s Bio is a 501C3 organization with a mission to help cancer survivors maintain a level of normalcy while going through an
abnormal process. It is our desire to provide services and resources to assist with a life changing process. Traci’s Bio provides
practical information to tap into inner strength, and also provides services to assist during the loss of hair, nails, and other
physical changes. IT IS OUR DESIRE TO SEE YOU NOT ONLY SURVIVE BUT THRIVE! To learn more, or to support, please visit
www.tracisbio.org.

